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china cental Television has agreed to make its 24 horu Mandarin/Engtish senrice (pAS-z,
TR2, 1426 MHz IF) available free of charge. sPAcE Member Harry Guo of westem

Australia made it happen; details in SPACE Notes, p.22 this issue.

COOP'S COMMENT
During October Galany's Ed Guz (Director of

Engineering) urd Sean O'Connell (Muketing) visited
New Zealand to survey just how poorly Optus B3
cover?ge for their NTlllredito formd MPEG DTH
service really is here. The pair flew into Kaitaia
rented a car and drove over to Coopers Beach to
evaluate 83 (and Bl) reception on our 2.lm spun
dish Ku installation. Then they headed south to
perform similar evaluations with stops at locations
such a Parapraumus Kiwi Cable TY. The CNR
(carrier to noise rdio) observdions, for dishes under
3m, were not encolraging for the expmsion of
Galaxy DTH to New Zealand using the 83 foo@rint.

November 15,1995

I knew their new Iredito
conditional access system and Pace
receivers were experiencing field
problems. To their credit, Guz
would only respond to my
questions concerning "what is
wrong?" with a terse, "Word

c e rt ainly t rav e ls fas t."
Indeed it does. Galaxy DTH

instaltations throughout Australia
ae proceeding but at least to
press-time they ue being done
without receivers ("decoders,').
Galary sign-ups are getting a dish
(often l.2m), LNB, cabling but no
receiver.

There is a "softfirtre elitch" (Guz's
only comment on the technical
nature of the problem). I am told by
other Pace/Iredito sources the
'glitch" is a 3 to 4 second lockup
time (delay) when changing
chamels within the same
transponder. It is difficult to sell a
multiple charurel service to
consumem if the delay between
channels is 3 or 4 seconds.

Elsewhere in the world the South
African rolloui of MPEG using
Iredito conditional access and

Panasonic receivers is e4periencing'EMC' (interference from electrical powering sources). The
wonderfirl world of DVB compliant MPEG is going to be a bit longer in arriving to your home.

(Above)Coop changing Optus birds on 2.1, tre Galaxy
duo observes results on anafyser. Below, O'Connell,

Coop, Guz. Optus B3's banana beam wont do it.



MEET

lilichoel
f[eck

Wtrat do You do if You
represent a total f i .ne of semi

and fu f l v  p ro fess iona l  TVRO

svstem hardware and You want to

move dieh svstemg to commercial

users ,  such ag  ho te ls?  You

start a second comPan\/ to
r a n r a c a n t  t h e  n r o r y r a m m a r g !  Y n t t
! e v ! e e e l r u  e r r v  P !

see ,  i f  you  can  o f f e r  a  w ide

^ F  n r n n r a m m i  n n  t h F n
L e r r 9 s  v r  P ! v v ! \ 4 r c I r r r Y  t

se l l inq  TVRO d ish  sYstems is  a
p i e c e  o f  c a k e .

Meet  Michae l  F leck ,  40  Years
younq and h i t t inq  h is  s t r ide  as

the creative qenius behind

GlobaloVision SydneY. Michael

be f iewes there  is  f i fe  a f te r

DTH and i t  i s  ca l led  DTB

{d i rec t  to  bus iness  te fe -

w is ion)  and h is  f i rm c rea tes

and manages sPecial ewent

networks. You saY You want to

distr ibute Vour companY annual

s a f e s  m e e t i n g  t o  2 0 0  s i t e s  f r o m

Korea to  Duned in?  Michae l ' s  the

duv. At SPRSCS he wil l  conduct

a seminar on ThursdaY Januarv

25th  de ta i l i -ns  how Your

business becomes a Part of DTB'
-yovi ,-i i  na i rmor tant down] ink

and other services that hotefs

and fac i f i t ies  need.  Yes ,  there

is monev in DTB-

One fast moving birdl Palapa B2P, scheduled for replacementuJith new
C1 satellite after January launch {SF#13, p. 6), is headed for inclined orbit with
great speed. Bird is already +-/ 0. 1 0 degree, will be +/-0 . 1 9 by 31 December.
By 1 March +l- 0.33 and year from now nearly (+/-) 0.8 degrees. That number
is approximately same as Rimsat G2 was back on 1 January of this year.
Assuming a changeover to C1 from B2P by 1 March (1996), even 3.7m dishes
should still not really notice the movement {which is noticed at about+l 0.75
degree movement). The trick is to get your dish aimed at the'zero crossing'
point which is the cenfe of the figure '8' loop so as to not notice the satellite's
movement. lf you are 12' or less and do notice wandering B2P signals, that
means your dish is mis-aimed high (or low) of B2P position over equator.

One slower moving bird. AsiaSat 2 finalcheckout underway after being
lashed to Long March 2E lift-offvehicle atXchang Satellite Launch Cenhe.
Launch window extends fom 'nod unlilapproximately 10 December, bird is
headed to 100.5E.

Russian sources tellSF through reader {Mrs. Brian Rasmussen) Express
class satellite at 14W is only Express now operational. Express 6 is scheduled
to 80E "first half 1996' to be followed later in year by #5 to 53E and #7 to 90E.

PanAmSat PAS-4 will carry Japanese NHK and Indias Doordarshan
international services; lndian service willinclude C + Ku hansponders with
C-band service relayed via PAS-1 into North America as well. NHK will use
twin PAS-4 Ku beams, one into Europe and second on NE Asia beam for
coverage back into Japan and sunounding Asian continentalregion.

AsiaSat 3 has been announced, hopes for launch sometime in 1997, to
122E. Details of planned fooprints are not available but compant's press
release stresses coverage for Asia {' targeted bean co.lerage of lndia, Chind\
with no mention of Pacific.

New C + Ku 'DBS' satellite tonted by Thailand magazine publisher ABC
willpretend to be headquartered in Laos to avoid Thai government restrictions.
This one is not likely to have Pacific coverage.

PanAmSal has announced PAS-7 for lndian Ocean region, PAS-8 for
Pacific Ocean region "/h 1997.'Ihey also plan first commercial use of Ka-band
(using wavelengths s0 short that a teacup sized antenna will be practical) for
58Wand 79W

Australian firm Skandia has been appointed as oficialexclusive distributor
for Australia, New Zealand, New Guinea and Pacific lslands on behatf of STAR
TVs hardlvare dMsion, STARnet. Sub-disfibutors, dealers for equipment
packaged to implement recepfion of STAR TV services via AsiaSat 2 are now
being established {Leon Senior, 6 1 -3-98 1 9-2466).

The Music Zone {TMZ; 
'AltMusic, AllThe Tindlis offering to allow cable

TV systems in Pacific within reach of their hansponder 9V t1168 MHz lF)
signat two week trialaccess for evatuafion purposes. TMZ has headquarters in
Florida but operalonal conbolis in Denver (Sam-KlostermaU far
1-303-267-7007). Firm began service using Gl 'sR 1600 IRD scPC Mode c
last Aprilon PAS-1 {over Atlantic), is now on PAS-2 using SA modeiulP_EG

lDg2zzreceiver) claiming to have 4 video channels there in both NTSC and
PAL.

Adult programmer SPICE has a major setback, service delayed.



Pace satellite receivers give you an unrivalled

combination of performance and value for money - it 's

what you would expect from the world's leading satellite

TV systems manufacturer.

And now all our receivers feature

Super DTX - Dynamic Threshold Control

circuitry which improves satell i te reception

in areas where the signal is weak. lt 's

what you need whether you're enjoying SArELLITE fV

l i fe in the Outback or your signal has gone walkabout in

the Bush.

The Pace MSS200 is a 199 programme receiver

built around Pace's super wide Ku/C band switchable

tuner giving superb reception of your favourite channels

from around the world. Channels like NHK Deutsche

AUSTRALASIAN DISTRIBUTOR
SKANDIA ELECTRONICS PTY LTD.
1 83 Burwood Road, Hawthorn, Vic. 3122
PO. Box 488 Hawthorn, Vic.3122
Tel: (03) 819 2466
Fax:  (03) 819 4281

Welle, EMTV, Star Plus, Chinese Channel and Zee TV.

And, l ike all receivers in the world's best range

of satellite systems, the Pace MSS200 features original

Wegener Panda 1 stereo and digital sound

Pace MSS500 is a high performance system.

SySf EMS 
Featuring a dish positioner module, the 250

programme receiver supports dual LNB

inputs giving significant expansion potential for multi-

satell i te viewing.

Crystal clear viewing every time from the Pace

MSS range of satellite receivers.

Pace - the one to watch.

NEW ZEALAND AGENT
TELSAT COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
17 Westhaven Grove, PO. Box 1537
Palmerston North, New Zealano
Tel: (06) 356 2749
Fax: (06) 355 2141

o f f i c e s  i n  D e n m a r k .  D u b a i  .  F r a n c e ,  G e r m a n y  ,  H o n g  K o n g  ,  N o r w a y ,  s o u t h  A f r i c a .  L J S A
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,lo
Tho rn psoil'r

Creator of the CMT (Country

Music Television) Dance Ranch

Romp, this international
te lev is ion  s ta r  w i l l  head l ine

the CMT Dance Ranch stage show
Janudry  27 th  dur inq  SPRSCS
" O p e n  F u b l i c  D a y .  "  J o ,  M i s s

T e x a s  i n  1 9 8 ?  a n d  a  f i n a l i s t  i n
the  Miss  Amer ica  Pageant ,  w i l ]

b e  o n  h a n d  a s s i s t i n g  a

buckboarcl ful- l  of CMT
n r n f  a c c i  n n r l  c  i ^  a v n l  a  i  n  r ^ r h a f

' 1 - h a  ( - - l r n f T v  M r r s i C  T e l e v i s i o n

craze is  a l l  about  to  a t tendees
January  24-21

(show s tand 234-D)  -
T) r r ino  the  CMT Dance Ranch

s tage show,  Jo  w i l l  pu t

hundreds  (perhaps  thousands l  )
to work in stagincl what is

b i l l e d  a s  t h e  W o r f d ' s  t o n s e s t

t ine  Dance.  A l l  o f  th is  i s  more

thdrl simply fun dnd games: I t
i c  f h e  d e a d l w  s e r i o u g  b u s i n e s s

of  es tab l i sh inq  CMT in  the
P ^ - i t i c  a s  a  f o n  r a t e d  h o m e  D T H

and cable TV proqramrning

serw iee .  Welcome,  Mr  New Dish

D e a f e r ,  t o  t h e  w a c k y  w o r l d  o f

show bus iness l

"Dish Crane," popularised by new Bay Satellite antenna
assembly and installation video featuring Paraclipse dish-pert
Tim Alderman, is made in USA but could easily be'copied" for
manufacture in Pacific by reasonably clever mechanical
engineer. Constructed of Aluminium and Magnesium, device
straps to side of pole mounts as tallas 6.1 metres, or can lift
dishes (up to 12' mesh) safely to roof of 2 storey home. Unit
from factory has 50'/15.3m of 1/8'l3.2mm galvanised steellffing
wire-rope, galvanised steel tubing with 1700 pound breaking
strength and 400 pound working load. The'real" Dish Davit
from UniversalR&D, PO Box 9942, Ashville, NC (USA), 28815
at US$230 plus shipping. Untilyou have fied to lift a 3 or 3.7m
dish to the top ot a mounting pole, or have attempted to place a
dish on an inclined surface {side of hill, sloping roofl, you cannot
appreciate the beauty of this tool.

Harc Dish - will
travel. Auckland /
Wellington I Brisbane
Signal fvtaster is placing
hailer mounted 3m+
dishes on road to
demonsfate home
satellite TV. System
set-up time with
everything on board:
30 minutes, as you tvill
see at SPRSCS demo.

SF#l4 Postscript:
Our October report on measured performance of Paraclipse 4.5m dishes
noted, " The lqnr Paaclipse €urface produced on average 1.0 to 1.5 dB more
gain than the Orbiton 3.7 (m).' True, but with now updated results. The 4.5m
has f/D of .31 so we bied Chapanal Dual (orthomode) Feed both with and
without "Golden Ring' insert. Nominally, this feed has peak performance at f/D
in .36 region, or .3 f/D with addition of optional Golden Ring. At Tim Alderman's
suggestion, Doubfless Bry Cable TV brought in ADL RP-100 dual (ortho)feed

for comparison. We found instant 1+ dB
more signalwith ADL over best of
Chaparral and willbe replacing all
Chaparals with ADLs shor0y.

Wireless Primer is new nuts and bolts
bookfor anyone planning or studying
microwave (MMDS) transmission and
delivery systems. Authors Bostick & Bostick
take you through every facet of this
challenging subject in easy to grasp format;
highly recommended. Co-author Glyn
BosUck has seminar at SPRSCS, may even
bring copies wtth him from CEC Syracuse.



As sEEN tN
srucoN cHtP

cAT#Kr000

WHAT YOU GET*
o Preossembled ond tested Receiver Module.
o lF ond Audio Tuning l0 Turn Potentiometers.
o Aluminium Boseplote.
o Front ond Reor Ponel Decqls.
. Assembly lnstructions.
o Exclusive "Kit Repoir Service"
As an AV-COMM cuslomer you ollso
have access to our complimentary
Satellite Newsleters, Special prcduct
Offers, and Frequen] Buyer Club.

BUI1D YOUR OW]I SAIE11IIE RECEIUER
AND SATE $$$I:

SPECIFICATIONS
lnput Frequency: 950 - l TSOMHz
Inpul Level: -65 to -25dBm
Stotic Threshold: Z dB Tvoicol
lf Bondwidrh: I S/2itvtHz
Video Oulput lV P - P
Audio Outpul l.5V P - P
Modulotor Outpuh VHF Chonnel 3/4

FEATURES
. Widebond lF input. . C/Kswirchoble.
o Mechonicol Skew o Duol lF Bondwidth
. 14/18V LNB Switching.

SPECIAL SYSTEM OFFERS
K BAND: l.6M Ground Mount Dish.,. C BAND: 3 Mehe Dish Wirh Trocking Mounr,Duol Polority INBE, 25 Metres Rg - 6/u coox, servo Feejhorn,20 r Ng, 2s Metre cooxond K]000-Short Form Kir .......$OeA' Coble, o"J ff OOO-S|o.r'Flm fit -.....$iOpZ

9
--- -=e.
a lYES GARRU Pbase send me more info...

P'code:



SaIFACTS Readers Do Our Testing:

THE PALCOM SL.7gOO & SL.SOOO RECEIVERS
Part One of Two

What Others Say
European consumer dish magazine What Satellite

TV in their April 1995 issue went about as far as a
consumer magazine that depends upon advertising
support (from satellite receiver manufacturers) could
go when it wrote:

"The picture quality is excellent ... with a wildly
low 3dB threshold... (and) TED sensibly

available in 32 (steps)."

WST was describing in some detail the
performance of the Palcom SL-8000RP receiver to a
European market where the art of receiver
refinement leads all sectors of the globe by a year or
two. The European satellite TV world is essentially a
Ku universe of 60 to 90cm dishes, hundreds of
channels to select from, and tiny backyards (if indeed
there is any yard at all). Successful receiver suppliers
have learned that to compete they must substitute
receiver performance for antenna gain since most
consumers are restricted to placrng tiny dishes on

SF first borrowed an SL-7900 from Bay Satellite
TV. That gave us an opportunity to conduct real
world measurements of the performance. But we
found the transition from older style analogue
receivers challenging ("Older s[rle": They have
knobs on them which you grasp between thumb and
forefinger and rotate to achiwe changes in
reception). Is a receiver that forces you to read the
manual to operate it (i.e., the SL-7900RP)
sufficienfly tame to be driven by an average
c.onsumer? We needed to find out.

Meet SF subscriber Harald Steiner, native of
Australiq resident of Tokyo. Steiner has a passion:
To be able to watch Australian telwision from his
Japanese home. His target is Palapa B2P's Australia
Telwision International (ATVI) and Gold Net.
Steiner, like many people in Europe, suffers from the
midget dish ailment; he is restricted to a 1.2m (solid)
reflector. B2P was never intended to serve Japan and
Steiner's restrictions that prevent him from having a
"decent size dish" force him to constanth search for

windowsill
flower box
mounts by local
ordinances or
landlord
restrictions.

The Palcom

electronics
means
upgrading
picture
quality. He
does the usual
things: Pays

of
his

SL-7900 was first introduced into ths Pacific in May
of this year by AV Comm Pfy Ltd of Sydney; more
recently by Bay Satellite TV in Hastings. The
SL-8000RP is the top of the line ultra-sophisticated
model that offers a unique feature that any serious
satellite TV enthusiast will appreciate: The ability to
tune two separate satellite signals simultaneously
placing one prograilrme on the screen while the
second prografirme sits inside the main programme
display (the Picturs In a Picture, or PIP feature).
With two separate tunerc (and 3 IF inputs) the
enthusiast has access to not on$ trruo programmes at
once on the screen, but also to as many as three
different dishes or antsnna feed systerns. At the
present state of receiver art, this is about as close as
one can be to satellite nirvana.

big money for a 17 degree Cal Amp LNB, buys the
best Superfeed he can locate, and then he begins that
endless trek down the aisleway of ultimate receivers.

Now here's a surprise. The Palcom reoeivers are
designed and manufactured in Japan. They are not
sold in Japan. Not at any price. They are an export
item. That seems like a rule designed to be broken to
SF and with the assistance of Palcom Europe's
Rainer Pitwon SF prevails upon the Japanese
company to provide Harald Steiner with a loaner
receiver; one that he could "test," following
instructions from SF. We beliws that if enthusiast
Steiner can take the receiver from the c&rton, hook it
up, and make it play better than the recsivers he has
assembled for comparisorL we have a real world test
sequence to report to you. SF can test and evaluate
all we want but the real proof of the value of the
SL-7900RP (and the SL-8000RP) is going to be

Palcom's Model 790GRP Threshold Extension Demodulator receiver



Australian Steiner at home in Tokyo with loaner 7900

proven in thousands of apartments just like Harald
Steiner's.
Weak Signal Performance

Steiner's predicament is a microcosm of all of the
reception "problems" that plague the entire Pacific
basin; weak signals. Unlike our European or
American cousins, we don't have a selection of
48-52 dBw Ku footprints raining down on our toy
dishes. Out here we think a 3m dish is tiny (although
our overly zealous local councils and sometimes our
neighbours may not agree on this). For those
fortunate enough to have larger dishes, there is
always "another satellite" buried down in the noise
that is crying for an eveir larger dish or a more
sensitive receiver. And if antenna size is not
restricted, there are those American Domsat birds to
our east which the Llniversity of Auckland 7.3m dish
has proven to us are viewable (see SF #6, p.2).
Steiner would kill for a 7.3m dish.

You cannot have a dish that is too big. You
possibly cannot afford a dish that is too big. And you
probab$ don't have the room (or the co-operation of
your neighbours or authorities) to install a dish that is
"too big." That leaves you with one choice: A dish
that is "too small," and a receiver that is the best you
can afford. If this describes you, Palcom believes
you are its target buyer. For each 7.3m dish like the
University of Auckland, there are thousands -nay
tens of thousands- of I{arald Steiners struggling
along with toy dishes on apartment house balconies.
TED / Threshold Extension Demodulator

Palcom won't tell us how they build a receiver with
threshold extension. They also won't tell us how they
can claim a 3dB threshold in a world where most
receivers bump along with a 6 to 7 dB threshold. SF
has an enquiring mind: We wanted to know and
asked Rainer Pitwon. He responded:

"Most so-called low threshold tuner circuits rely
entirely on a combination of narrowfiltering (which

typically leads to anacceptable truncation of the
colour information and a general 'tlatness' of the

picture display). Palconz uses what our engineers
call a 'dynamic approach' wlterein narrow filtering
is coupled with sofuiore processing. Some amount
of colaur truncation is inevitable, but the software
dynamics produces a significant improvement in

picture stability and 'depth' to the image than other
low threshold circuits. Ultimately, the

clraracteristics of the actual incoming transmitted
signal determines just how effective our approaclt to

TED will be."
In Harald Steiner's Tokyo apartment, truncated

colour (if present) is acceptable. With a l.2m dish as
his ears, he will settle for viewable pictures and
listenable sound on those satellites and transponders
which nominal$ are not wen showing on the screen
with conventional receivers.

Steiner decides to compare reception on his
SL-7900RP loaner rmit against the best two receivers
he has previously found for his particular installation.
One is an Echostar LT530 Low Threshold, the other
is the work horse of the Pacific, a Winersat
WR3100D equipped with 18 and 27 MHz IF
bandwidths.

StEiner is dogged in his testing. Each satellite he
can receive (more than a dozen C and Ku) and every
transponder is checked with all three receivers. It
takes days of checking note writing and
re-checking. He loves every moment of the exercise,
helped no doubt by the favourable results. At SF's
request he shoots a couple of rolls of film from the
off-screen results and supplies us with a heavily
laden envelope of prints.

He observes:
"The 7900 is able to turn non viewable pictures on

the Winersat (operated in its 18 MHz bandwidth,
which is the most sensitive position) into viewable
pictures. There is a big difference ('in favcnr oJ- the
SL-7900RP) in the ability to resolve weok signals
here ('such 6s SUN TY on Rimsat Gl). The
dffirence between the LT530 and the 7900 is closer
but the photos show that the video from the 7900 is
better by a noticeable amount. In particular, u,hile
the LT530 might produce a picture which has a very
similar amount of sparklie noise to the 7900, what
the photos do not show is that the picture on these
wealc signals jitters and bounces on the 530 whereas
it is stable and iitter free on the 790A. Equal$,
important, perhaps more so, the audio on weak
signals on the 53A is simply not present whereas on
the 7900 it is not only present but enjoyable. The
photos also do not shttw that on noisy reception, the



saturated colours (solid reds and blues) has more SF found that really strong signals (RAJ and
trancation (disruption of the colour image) on the EMTV, for example) were best in wide, slight$
530 than the 7900." impaired (in terms of overall quality) in narrow and

Indeed. At the opposite end of the signal spectrum then went down hill raptd$ as we climbed into the
are those powerhouse signals which ars so strong$ TED mode. Palcom has thought this one out; for
painted on the screen that you imagine you could each transponder on each satellite there will be one

reach out and touch the display in real life. How "best" setting af the controls. The 7900 (and the

does the 7900 work under this circumstance? Steiner 8000) provide you with memory: Once you have

again: determined the best setting for each transponder,
"There are 32 TED steps with the 790A plus a execute the settings you have selected into memory.

determine htw effective (any) receiver will be." The
7900 in our SF tests did not produce the best NHK

normal (full) bandwidth and a narrow bandwidth Now each time you return to a particular transponder

processing system. In operation, the weaker the the memorised settings are automatically selected.

signal, the greater the TED required. A really _ Jh" NHK signal on PAS-2 was selected as a

strong signal lootrs and sounds best in wiie challenge by SF because it is not always the easiest

bandwidth (27 MHz), a stightty impaired signal transmission to clean up. The signal is strong enough

cleans up Jine in the ,narrow,. This is like 
"most 

(in the south Pacific with a 3m or larger dish) but

receivers with two-position ban&vidth selection. even.when strong enough there are imaging and

TEDstartsat I (minimumamountaf extension)and sound problems' A number of sF readefs have

proceeds in user (remote contro! buno, purlring; complained that the sound has a tendency to

steps to 32. signals that are moderate$:t[""ir"7a -.t11t^*t" 
on words with "s" at the end' And the

to ctean up by rED ra b t2. rru,y*nik;:"";;;;; ;::Lfr*u11"".'uiffJ",TJJ,,I J,'Hil"?ffi"#
the limit to TED 28-32'" 

says, ,,The characteristics of the incoming signal
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Pitwon: "The characfersfibs of the incoming signal determine how effective (a) r*eiver will beJ Here, on STAR
Sports, Winersat (18 MHz bAr; left), Palcom 7900 OED28, right) suggests not all improvements are dramatic.

pictures; a Drake commercial receiver (model ESR
1252) had the cleanest (studio quality) video of the
NHK test pattern. But, the Drake receiver also
cracked on words with "s" while the 7900 did not.
On other shong PAS-2 analogue signals (CNN,
ANBC et al) the 7900 was as good or better in
imagery than ths considerably more expensive ESR
1252 and always better in the audio department. An
aside: The NHK "s" crackling sound for reasons not
yet understood is most pronounced on Sony TV sets
according to readers. Those installing dish systems
for NHK viewers are wamed to avoid Sony TV sets,
or, to select a satellite recEiver that handles this
interesting audio artefact with a minimum of user
discomfort.
User Friendt_y

To an enthusiast like Harald Steiner, all of those
wonderfirl remote control commands and the on
screen receiver programming menus and prompts are
both an interesting challenge and a source of
operational joy. The average con$uner (which
Steiner is not) may not be so enamoured by the
multitude of decisions required to work your way
through the set-up options. A dealer selling the 7900
or 8000 will be well advised to learn how to udriveu

the receiver before he gets to the consumer's home.
It takes some time and patience to be frrl$ rewarding
and you are strongly urged to learn to operate it in
your own shop before you are under the stress of
being in the customer's living room with the entire
consumer famity looking over your shoulder. Simpty
set it up for them, and once set they can change
transponders (and satellites) without fear or having to
learn how to set it up thernsetves. This receiver has
so many programming options (LNB selection, audio
selection, actuator control selections and much more)

that a typical consumer would find it quite
overwhelming. A smart dealer will insulate the
consumer from these decisions by preprogramming.

Bottom line? Harald Steiner asked Palcom Japan
to change their policy to allow him to buy his test
receiver, wen though he lives in Japan where they
are not sold. And that says heaps about the 7900.
Next month: Picture in a picture.

KTI Ckd 12'(3.7m) Quad Polar Dish - $1450
> ECHOSTAR:

LT730low threshold receiver, 200 ch. memory - $400
LT830 low threshold, 200 ch. memory - $500

LT5300 integrated receiver/positioner (200 ch. memory') -
$750

SPECIAL: NTSC-PAL Chroma conyerter
for LT830 or LT5300 - $80t

LT8700 integrated receiverlpositioner (1000 ch memory) -
s1000

AP750 Anterura Positioner - $295
) System Components

HTS 24'Acme Jack Screw - $230
Chapanal HTS Tracker C + Ku Feedhorn - 9245

Echostar 20K C-band LNB - $135
Ku Band ldB LNB - $135
> Complete System

3.7m KTI dish, LT730 receiver, 25K LNB, Chapauai HTS
Tracker C/Ku feed, 20 metes cable - $2,300

NEW STOCK ARRMNG SOON - ENQUTRE TODAY!
All trade prices + gst ard ffeiglrt; VISA & Bankcard OKI

42 Anderson Road
Wanaka. NZ

Fa:< & Tel: @-3443-7961
After hours: 64-3-443-7 476



Part Two of A Twisted Tale

Fooling The Signals
A circular polarised signal can be visualised as a

continuously wound corkscrew. Whether it winds
clockwise or counter clockwise determines the sense
(rigfut or left) of the circular mode.

hr terrestrial applications employing circular
waveforms, the transmit and receive antennas basically
look like corkscrews. They are called helix antennas; a
helix is a spiral or coiled curve (like a watch spring).
Ideally, a satellite feed for circular would also have the
physical shape of a spiral.

A helix antenna at 4 GHz would be a very tightly
wound tiny spring; more akin to a jewelels art than an
antenna device. People have attempted to build helical
satellite antennas for 4 GHz with modest (or poor)
results since helices like their \riIF - UIIF counterpart
the yagi are at hest too low on gain at 4 GHz to compete
favourably with even a small parabolic antenna.

Still, at the feedpoint in a 4 GHz reception system,
optimised recovery of a circular wavefront signal does
require a feed that at least thinks it is circular. Or, can
convert the incoming circular wave into the sturdard
linear form which we see represented by the probe inside
of the LNB WR-229 waveguide "mouth" of the low
noise block downconverter unit.

After considerable trial and error by early designers of
Intelsat 4 GHz receive systems, all attempts to actually
manufacture a true circular feed probe system were
abandoned as a bad exercise. In place of this effort came
a new approach: Perhaps the easiest way of dealing with
circular signals was to mechanically convert them to
linear signals as they enter the mouth of the feed
antenna. }r other words, if you can't deal with them in
their circular format, change them to something you can
handle.

In the world of microwaves, this is called "creating

interference pattems." Recall that our feed is a
combination of elements :

1) A section of circular (round) waveguide, sized for
the 4 GHz wavelengt[ and,

2) A "loading (scalar) ring" added to the front mouth
of the waveguide section, for purposes of modifying the
beamwidth of the round waveguide open ended
tube-antenn4 and

3) A "seamless tube" (pathway) for the captured micro-
wave signals to follcw as they travel down the inner
surface of the tube to the waiting LlrlB ("antenna") ptqbe
at the end.

"Seamless" is vital; anything placed inside of the
tubular waveguide section will "interfere" with the flow
of signal along the inner walls of the waveguide. A
homet or wasp's nest is an example of something you do
not want inside of the feed "mouth."

On the other hand, if you were to place an object of
the correct size in a precise position inside of the feed
mouth, you could also cause the waveform entering the
mouth to change. An example: Take a garden hose and
adjust the nozzle for a thin projection of water at
maximum pressure. Now point the hose at a rock or
something solid and watch carefully what happens when
the water strikes the near edge of the object. Some of the
water bounces upwards and literally re-sprays in a new
direction away from (or back into) the jet coming from
the nozzle of the hose. You might say the rock is
"interfering" with the stream of nozzle water and creating
a new stream of water

Microwave engineers routinely uinterfereu with the
incoming circular waveform. They do this by adding
bumps and/or ridges inside of the wavegurde; sometimes
called "quarter wave struchres." These bumps are raised
projections on the inside of the otherwise smooth,
seamless, waveguide ("rocks" as it were). If you are a
microwave waveguide and antenna engineer, you can
proper$ design the shape, size and position of these
"quarter wave structures" to cause the incoming circular
waveform to reform at and beyond the "bumps" into a

THE POLARISATION GAME
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"Quarter wave structures" (rocks) are a structural part of this (Av-Comm) F1700 feed. Structures "interfere"

with the incoming circular waveform, and the "spill" over them reforms as a linear wave front which is then
compatible with the probe (antenna) located inside the mouth of the LNB WR-229 waveguide flange.

normal linear polarised wave. Yes, microwave
engineering is akin to black magrc.

Photos here show "rocks" built into the otherwise
seamless inner diameter of the waveguide portion of the
feed. As you might well imagine, there are right and
lvrong ways to do this; actually there is one right way
and infinite wrong ways. And correspondingly, any feed
you purchase with "rocks" built into the inner surface of
the round waveguide portion will work well, poorly or
not at all depending upon the skills of the original
designer as well as the craftsmanship of the fabricator of
the feed.

There are other methods of converting circular
waveforms to linear. One popular method is to insert
something into the waveguide; something of the correct
size, shape and electrical conductivity to force the
circular waveform to become a linear waveform.
Chaparral sells a "Dielectric Plateu (part #0216) which is
intended for this purpose; ADL has a similar device
(three models depending upon the feed it will be used
with; OP-510, OP-515 and OP-520). Dielectric plates,
often made of Teflon or some other highly insulating
material, act like rocks that disrupt the flow of water in
our hose norzle experiment.

A feed with "rocks" built-in has an advantage that
Dielectric Plates do not have; the designer and
manufacturer are in control of the precise location of the
rocks. The Dielectric Plates, on the other hand, are
placed into position by the antenna installer, can easily
be mis-located in both their location and the depth
within the feed they are placed, and with these variables
there is often less than ideal results.

There is another problem with placing either raised
bumps or Dielectric Plates into the circular portion of
the waveguide feed. Linear signals, as opposed to
circular signals, see these objects as impediments to
their "seamlsss flow" down the inner surface of the
waveguide to the feed probe on the LNB at the end of
the waveguide. In other words, they can (and usually do)
cause loss of signal for linear reception even if they have
been proper$ sized and positioned for conversion ofthe
cLcular signal to a linear format. Therefore almost
without exception, any feed that has had quarter wave
structures or a Dielectric Plate installed for optimised
circular reception is going to give up something (that
something being signal level) for the reception of linear
signals through the same feed.

Thus there is a trade off when you adapt a feed
designed for linear reception to also be functional for
circular reception. Usually the bigger loser is the linear
reception, assuming that the raised bumps or Dielectric
Plate are precisely shaped, sized and positioned for the
circular conversion. It on the other hand, the bumps or
plate are improperly sized or positioned, you will not
only lose linear reception signal levels but you will also
find the improvement in circular levels is lower than you
had anticipated.

By how much? Addmg bumps or a plate to a round
waveguide feed seldom does better than costing you
between 1.5 and 2 dB in linear signal levels. That
translates to your 3m dish becoming as effective as a
2.4m antenna (at C-band). This may be a big price to pay



LINEAR
Verticalf Horizontal

Four views of quarter wave structures (left) showing adjustments of waveguide feed for each of four separate
polarisation modes. "Probe" is "antenna" either in back end of feed or appearing in WR-22g waveguide flange

on LNB. On right, a linear feed adapted to circular by inserting purpose sized Teflon "slab" into open (front)
end of waveguide "mouth." Surrounding the mouth, larger circles represent "scalar rings" placed on feed to

match f/D of particular antenna in use. Slab is shown in position for LHC(P); can you see the similarity to the
quarter wave structure alignment for LHC(P)? Left, quarter wave sections are at 45 degree (slanted) angles for
both linear polarisations, thus creating additional losses for these modes and must be physically rotated "out
of the way" when trying to receive linear signals. Likewise, in Teflon slab adapter, it is "in the way" of linear

signals and destroys feed efficiency if left in the mouth when trying for optimum reception from linear signals.

to convert a 3m dish to circular polansation. If the
bumps are wrongly sized or positioned, if the plate is
improperly installed (very easy to do wrong, tough to do
right), the loss could be much more significant. One of
the most difficult installations to get urjght" is a
Chapanal Polarotor type of feed modified with a
Dielectric Plate.
Switchable Circular

Lr a linear polarisation world, you have two sets of
polarisation to deal with: One is vertical and one is
horizontal, and as they come into your feed they are
always 90 degrees in phase apart (i.e., vertical looks like
the hands on your clock at 6 o'clock, horizontal looks
similar to 2:45). As we saw in SF#14, a small servo
motor rotates a supplemental feed probe (antenna) inside
of the rorurd waveguide to select whether your feed is
responding to 6 or 2:45 signals

Adding bumps inside of the waveguide inner surface,
or shoving a Dielectric Plate into the mouth of the feed
waveguide forces circular waves to become linear waves.
If the bumps or plate are perfectly proportioned and
perfectly positioned, you will get 3dB more signal on
circular with them than you will u.ithout them. That is
the same as switching tiom a 2.2m dish to a 3m dish.
Unfortunately, the bumps or plate position will be
correct only for (either) nght hand circular, or, left hand
circular polarisation. Just as a linear feed probe must be

between vertical and horizontal, so too must the position
of the bumps or plate be moved to select between RHC
(right hand circular) and LHC (left hand circular).
Rimsat is LHC, Intelsats are RHC (and to a very limited
degree, they also use LHC in the Pacific). Therefore,
setting up with dish feed bumps or plate for EMTV (on
Rimsat G2) is just the opposite from setting up for
WorldNet (RHC) on 1180. A feed optimised for EMTV
will have virtually no reception from WorldNet, just as a
feed adjusted for PAS-2 ANBC (vertical) will have no
reception from CNN ftorizontal).

In the linear only feeds, one rotates the probe to switch
from a probe position of 6 o'clock to one near 2:45.
Rotating the probe with a servo motor is one thing,
rotating the quarter wave structures moulded into the
inner surface of the waveguide or physically moving the
Dielectnc Plate from one position to another from inside
at the satellite receiver is quite a different challenge.

Most installers think of polarisation "matching" as
primanly a matter of extracting maximum signal from
the dish surface and sending it into the LNB. With
relatively small margins of error (between a properly
running dish system and one that is mis-adjusted), even
a fraction of a dB of unnecessary loss can be disastrous.
Equally, having Even a small component of "wrong

polarisation" getting into the LNB can be a significant
problem since "wrong polarity" signals appear as noise
in the desired signal. A good installer knows this and is
very careful when installmg feeds (continues SF#17).

rotated by the servo motor to accomplish selection



Hear No EviVSee Nothing - Part Three:

UNDERSTANDING THE NARROWBAND
SIGNALS ON SATELLITE

Nau FM is a commercial radio station found on an
audio subcarrier of 6.8 MHz as a part of the EMTV
transmission (G2, IF 1265). In a major city such as
Sydney or Auckland, the production qualities and levei
of professionalism heard on NAU FM might not qualify
it as a serious commercial competitor. In areas of the
Pacific with few or no commercial FM, Nau's format
could be a significant service to a commrurity (1)

Audio subcarriers are inexpensive methods of carrying
narrowband (non-television) programme material over
great distances. The audio subcarrier is tlpically not
related in programme content to the television
programme with which it is "hitching a free ride." At the
uplink, adding an audio subcarrier costs relatively little
(typically less than US$2,500) and the available
transponder power proportioned such that both the TV
programme (with its own audio subcarrier) and the extra
QrTau FM example) subcarrier seldom costs the TV
signal more than a few percentage points. Many uplink
operators routinely install subcarrier equipment and then
rent or lease out this subcarrier space to uruelated third
parties which, like Nau FM, use the transmission
coverage ofthe satellite service to reach far beyond their
normal marketing regions.

In the United States and Europe, it is not uncommon
to have as many as 10 unrelated (to video) audio
subcarriers hitching a ride with the primary TV video
and its own audio subcarrier. hr theory, each of these
narrowband audio subcarrier operators has its ou'n
"niche market" rvhich it is addressing and on the ground
home dish owners and others use these aural subcarrier
hitch hikcrs just as they would any terrestnally delivered
audio (only) service.

Any satellite receiver with variable audio subcarrier
tuning can be pressed into service for this reception.
Anq TVRO receivers equipped with two separate audio
subcarrier tuners (on the theory that it takes two for full
recovery of stereo TV audio transmissions tluough
satellite) can be divided in duty; one of the FM audio
tuners handles the TV programme audio while the
second is left full-time tured to the selected audio
subcarrier service. Ir the case of EMTV, tuner number
one is adjusted to approximately 6.25 MHz while tuner
two is adjusted to 6.8 MHz. From the S"CA) jacks on
the rear of the receiver, separate audio lines go to the
equipment that lbllows: The TV programme audio to the
TV modulator or audio input on the monitor, the extra

audio output to perhaps a sound system in a restaurant,
front office of a hotel or motel, or simply the hi-fi sound
system of the consumer.

Audio subcarriers are traditionally modulated with the
same "format" as TV programme audio; FM (frequency
modulated) to a standard deviation (width) that
approximates TV audio. But there is no real "standard,,

here, except the de facto 200 KF{2. De facto 200 Kt{z
audio is adequate but many programmers consider it an
improper choice given several variations available. In
SF#14 we mentioned one of these optional audio
formats known as "Panda."

STAR TV (AsiaSat 1, to be on AsiaSat 2 shortly) is a
corporate believer in the benefits of Panda audio. If you
are acquainted with consumer audio systems, you are
familiar with various techniques designed to reduce
background noise (under such trademarked names as
Dolby). Panda is such a system with an added wrinkle;
compression.

An audio channel, like a video channel, requires a
certain minimum amount of bandwidth to faithfully
reproduce all ofthe audio range at the receiver. This is
the de facto 200 I{TIz bandwidth most TV audio
programme subcarriers utilise. However, if the audio
programme material is "compressed" electronically, a
somewhat smaller bandwidth may be utilised with a
savings in both spectrum space and transmission power
used by the audio subcariers. Accordingly, STAR TV
has adopted Panda "1" (there are several variations of
Panda's patented technique) which employs both noise
reduction and compression.

A signal that uses compression requires a receiver that
counters the compression using a circuit known as an
"expander." A TVRO receiver tuning in a Panda format
audio channel without Panda expansion built in receives
what is best described as "muddy audio"; the sounds
seem blurred, indistinct. The sound is all there, but it
sounds "confined." That is why Pace and othsr receivers
sold for the AsiaSat STAR TV services include Panda 1
audio circuitry.

Another variable in audio treatment involves
something called pre-emphasis. In any audio system, a

'll Various low cost methods of distributing satellite
received audio services in a "neighbourhood" or small
community will be explored in SF#16.



r/ Checlr List for Audio
O ls the receiver set to the

correct de-emphasis to match
the transm ission format?

o ls the receiver set to the best
(sounding) audio bandwidth to

match the received signal
(strength)?

o ls the transmission format
compressed? lf yes, the receiver

must include a decompressor
circuit.

o Are you tuned to the centre of
the audio subcarrier transmission
frequency? Being off just a little

(i.e., 6.25 when it should be 6.20)
can make a BIG differencel

ti i,' Mono :
. j - .1  

,

. tb'",  :

{Monaurat i
combines l
both tuners
to one
output)(Tuner one)

TV Modulator

Audio Criteria
Outputs typically in
RCA jacks and also

within SCART plugs on
middle and top end

receivers.
Output impedance of
600 ohms (nominal)

will not directly connect
to a speaker (typically

4-8 ohms); additionally,
audio output level is too

low to drive speaker.
Some headphones will

work directlyfrom
monauraljack.

majority of the real power in the sound is confined to the
lower segment of the audio spectrum. A typical human
can hear (detect) sounds from a low audio frequency
near 50 hertz to a high of around 15,000 hertz (15 KHz).
Our heanng is not linear, being more sensitive to weak
sounds in the rurder 3,000 hertz region than above. To
compensate for this, audio programme material is
artificially enhanced (the volume is increased) in the
higher audio frequency ranges (tlpically above
5,000-6,000 hertz) In this way a flute qhigh frequency
notes) can sound as loud as a bass violin (low frequency

W}ry WAIT MONTHS FOR DELTVERY
WHEN IT'S IIERE - NOW!

.@ ll5dBuVoutpu{many
channels ready to go to work for you! Call.

r AGILE WIF-IIHF Sienal Processors. Any
VHF or UHF channel input, any output channel
from 40-550 MHz. The professional way to put

local signals on cable! Can be shipped today.
.@. Anyoutputchannel
from 40-550 MIIZ, +120 dBuV output. Just dial

up your charmel and go!
t . Perfect after
combining of 45-550 MHz srgnals for drivingyour
SMATV or CATV plant. Quality push-pull hybrid

units ready to play!
- and WM cards accepted!-

FAR NORTH CABLE TV n"Frihffi**
Ltd. Fax 64-e406-1083

"ThE Gable TU $tore' Tel: 6r','9406,-12f.2

sounds). Without pre-emphasis, the flute is lost in the
overpowering sounds of the bass violin.

At the receiver the pre-emphasis of the audio
processing system at the uplink is reversed to retum the
sounds comlng out of the speaker to something
approaching the original sound levels. This requires a
circuit that de-emphasises the pre-emphasised sounds
transmitted. De-emphasis is available in varying degrees
(to match varying amounts of pre-emphasis) and the
ustandardu de-emphasis is something called J17. Others
commonly found are 50 uS (microseconds) and many
middle and upper (price) end receivers offer user
selection of de-emphasis circuits (2).

Variations in the Panda approach have been selected
by some receiver manufacturers and uplink operators;
"'Wegener" audio is one of these and is widely utilised.
Any non-standard audio requires some form of special
subcarrier tuner audio circuitry to properly recover the
audio.

For receivers equipped withvariable audio bandwidth"
there is no single "correct setting" for a given
transponder subcarrier frequency. By reducing

the audio bandwidttr" the receiver reduces
the background noise present on weaker signals. At the
same time the audio fidelity is beurg reduced as well.
Thus the adjustment of "width" is a compromise if the
srgnal is not strong enouglr to be noise free in the widest
bandwidth available to you. Always start with it "wide"

and then ttrne the width narrower and narrower until
either the noise disappears, or, the sound begins to
sound restrictod. ff the sound is still noisy in the
narrowest bandwidth available, you picture is probably
suffering from the same "weak signal" problem.

SF#l 6 : Neighbourhood sharing of satellite audio.

2l Some receivers such as the Palcom SL-7900RP
also offer their own internal audio processing
circuitry;the 7900 hi-fi 1600 is an example of this.
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where dealers and their personnel can
come and learn (free of charge!) how
satellite dishes are assembled, proofed
and arced (if you are available Sunday
November 19th for an Auckland area
seminar, call us now!).@, Baysat
dealers use the best installation tools
in the world: ARC-SET and Canary
from Gourmet Entertaining, and special
tools such as "Dish Crane." Fourth,
Baysat dealers get monetary assistance
with local advertising for newspapers
and radio, and, our nation-wide
advertising creates sales leads which
we feed directly to you as a Baysat
Installer/Dealer. Get the full Baysat
TVRO Army particulars by calling our
toll free number flnternational - Call
collect!).
YES - we accept VISA|Mastercard with no surcharge.

Join the Baysat TVRO Army! We
are rapidly putting together the finest
group of dealers/installers for home
and commercial dish systems in the
South Pacific. First of all, Baysat
affiliated dealers have access to the
finest line-up of qualify TVRO products
in the world today. Names l ike:
Paraclipse, Palcom, ADL, and more.

Baysat dealers know they are selling
systems made up from the top-rated
hardware suppliers - equipment you
can install with pride in workmanship
and performance. Second, Baysat
realises TVRO is new and you require
training to do a professional sales and
install job. That's why we have teamed
with top regional dealers such as
Satellite Direct Ltd (Auckland) to create
special'oWeekend Satellite Seminars"

BAY SATELLITE TV LTD
PO Box 14050. Hastings. New Zealand. Tel toll free 0508-DISH-4U
Int. 64-6-878-9081 . Fax 64-6-878-5994 (0s08-347-448)
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DISH MOUNTING BASIGS

Finding True North
SF#14 looked at the mechanics of the mounting

pole for satellite dishes. While it is possible to
correct for a non-vertical pole, most installations will
go far more quickly and with better arc tracking
results when the pole is straight up and down.

The dish polar mount technique makes use of
several geometric norms, standards you can count on
to be the same from installation to installation. The
trueness of the vertical support pipe (i.e., that it leans
not east, west, north or south) is one of those
"standards" which you count on when trung the arc
tracking of a polar mounted dish.

True north has a standard meaning. For anyone in
the Pacific, true north is not magnetic north. A
compass tells us with only minimal accuracy where
we are on earth relative to the (true) north pole. The
pole itself is known rather precisely by its own 1

distance to the "south" as well as being 'downhill"

from the top of the world.
A compass needle tells you where you are relative

to Bathurst Island; it does not tell you where you are
relative to the top ofthe earth (90 degrees north); not
directly, anyhow.

To further complicate matters, the magnetic pole is
moving a little bit each year and the co-ordinates given
above are now 20 years old. If mankind survives long
enough, the north ma$retic pole will eventually be
located where Chicago, Illinois is presently found.

Some people depend totally on their compass
readings; sailors without electronics, trampers in the
wild without a cellfone, satellite installers with a polar
mount.

One of the first steps to be done with any polar motrnt
tracking system is to locate true north. On a dark, clear
night with some training you can do this by reading the
stars. Most satellite dishes are installed in the daytime
and you may not have the time to hang around waiting
for clear skies anyhow.

The compass is the instrument of choice. The
technique is quite simple: you apply a correction factor

Heart Of A System - Part Two:

geographic co-ordinates: 1
76.11 north and 100.28 west f

The actual North Pole is located at 90.0 nort[ ro * |
you can visualise the magnetic pole (located within p
Bathurst Island, Canada) is positioned quite some I

based upon where you are against where the magnetic
north pole is located. The correction factor tums
magnetic north from an absolute indication of north
(something it never was to begrn witQ to a reference
point from which you can then calculate true north.

Any agency that has reason to rely upon compass
headings knows the correction factor for your portion of
the world. A telephone call from you to the nearest
airport control tower, for example, or to a local civil
engineer (land surveyor) will obtain the "correction

factor" for your spot on earth.
In the example shown here (courtesy New Zealand

Department of Survey and Land hformation; note date
of 1 January 1993) the dashed line tells us that any
compass reading taken in or about Auckland ${Z) will
indicate an error of 19.5 degrees from true (or "grid")

north. Note that the dashed lines marking 1 degree step
correction latitudes do not flow precisely east by west.
Because the magnetic pole is south of the true north pole
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FINDING THE BIRDS: Arc Set bv Gourmet Entertainment
Books have been written to explain the "mechanics" of the geo-stationary (Clarke) orbit belt. People entering the industry, or
brushing up on their frurdamentals, have paid hundreds of dollars to attend special seminars that teach this often confirsurg

aspect of irstalling satellite dish receiving systems. A novice entering our field has plenty of reason to be sceptical: The sky is
big, the satellite is very sma[ and the satellite dish has a pencil thin beam. Old timers have been known to advise new comers,

" It's a littte bit like finding a needle in a haystack."
I will tell you a true story. The first satellite dish I ever installed was in 1976, a 6 mehe monster in my side yard in Oklahoma

(uSA) I engaged some assistance not only because it was big and heavy (over 2 tormesl), but also because I wasn't certain of
my ability to locate the satellite. We worked for two days putting the dish together and with the help of a lift hoist

marhandled it onto its steel mount. Dusk was rapidly falling on day two and I hoped we might somehow find the satellite
before it was too dim to continue working.

"l/'e'll have pictures infive rninutes," amounced Maynard Weathers as he climbed a ladder to bolt the LNA (tlds was before
LNBs) onto a makeshift hom feed. I was very dubious because at this point we had not even begun the exercise of adjusting

the dish elevation or azimuth. Climbing down from the ladder, Weathers went behind the dish and hand cranked first the
elevation and then the azimuth moving the dish slowly to a new position in the sky. He had no compass, no inclinometer. In
fact he had no measuring tools at all. I drd notice as he walked back to the front of the dish he stopped to eyeball the rim of

the dish against the rising moon. Then he looked at his watctr, went back behind the dish and tumed the azimuth another half
degree or so west.

"Turn it on," he instructed, pointing at the satellite receiver and cable
cormected TV monitor. "Tune to 3990,'he added. As the TV set

warmed up sound came from the speaker and a picture appeared on the
screen. It was a newscast from Vancouver (British Columbia) via

ANIK I satellite. In 1976 there were only three satellites serving North
America. It was not as ifyou could stumble across one while

wanderine about the heavens. Weathers was dead on when we tumed
on the equipment wrthout as much as a compass. In nineteen years in this business and hundreds of dish tum ons, I have

never seen tlds trick repeated.
Jim Roberts could do it. He's the creator, the grrnr, the irmovative spark for Gourmet Entertainment. He builds the tools to

help you find satellites if you are not blessed with a Maynard Weathers divining rod buried under your skullcap.
Roberts'Arc-Set is an exfraordinary tool. It looks iike a miniature buildeds level with three bubbles. Three bubbles, tlnee
steps to a perfectly hacking dish. Like many great concepts, Arc-Set reduces the challenge of finding the satellite belt and

making your polar mount dish track the satellite belt to its least complicated basics. Roberts stips away all of the
mathematics, the hard to use angle finders and dish mechanics and reduces the world to ttree steps, each with the assistance

ofa dedicated carpentels level bubble:
l) AdjusVset the incline axis for your locabon (use bubble one)
2) Pointing the dish straight north (no matter whether a satellite
is due north of you or not), use bubble two and adjust for the

'zenith' 
$ighest look) angle

3) Rotate the dish towards the westem horizon to as near to
your horizon as you can see an active satellite; use bubble three
to adjust the dish for the "exheme" (owest elevation) satellite.
Then, rr the best tadition of Maynard Weathers, tum on the
receiver and sweep the dish back to due north. All along the

way" as ifby magic" you will find all the satellites that are
supposed to be there.

Arc-Set is a tool customised to each location. Roberts (or his
authorised distibutor) pre-sets your Arc-Set to your geographic

co-ordinates before shipping The tool can be used for an 80
hlomebe radius of your home co-ordinates with accuracy. It

has magnetic strips on two sides to allow you to place it on the
appropriate dish surface and leave it there as you use your two
hands to make the adjustrnents while obsewing the bubbles. It
is rugged" does not run on batteries, and will not wear out. Plus,
it is reasonably priced. And the written nstructions a.re written
for first timers. You can use it without understanding a single
thing about the Clarke Orbit belt, and get perfect results every

time. You may never be a Maynard Weathers, but with Arc-Set
you can fool most people into believrng you are divinely

endowed.

Magnetic strips on both straight edges "stick"

Arc-Set to the steel dish surface. Bubbles guide you
to perfect dish install. (Gourmet Entertaining, 3915

Carnavon Way, Los Angeles, Ca. 90027;tel
21 3-666-27 28, Fax 21 3-666-2442)
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PUT ON
A GENUINE

AMERICAN

and the world is basically
roun4 there is an east-west
slippage of the correction
factor as well as a north bv
south element.

Magnetic north slippage,
to our east is on average at
a rate of approximately 0.5
degrees every 7 years. Thus
for precision work
(possibly greater than you
require for most polar
mount installations) the
1993 date on the correction
factors shown on the map

Magnetic north is east
of true north by some

known amount

on page 18 would be updated by .14 degree. However,
by 2000, the correction to this map will be 0.5 degrees
(i.e., in Auckland your compass reading will indicate a
point 20.0 degrees east of true north).

Why TrueNorth?
Why do you find and need to know true north when

setting up a satellite dish? Because with polar mount
mechanics, the geometry of the arc tracking depends
upon your making certain adjustments to the dish when
it is pointing directly north. From your location your
dish will have its greatest (hrghest) elevation angle when
looking at the Clarke satellite belt due north of the dish
location. If, for example, you erred and used magnetic
north for makrng these initial set up adjustments to the
dislr, the dish polar mount tracking would erroneously
believe the belt was shifted east of your actual location
by approximately the correction factor. Tracking of the
satellite belt starts from the premise that a satellite
true-due-north of you will be at a specific elevation
above your horizon. You point the dish true-due-north
and adjust the dish mechanics to point "up" (elevation
angle) by the computer or hand calculated elevation
angle for your latitude. If you are fortunate enough to
have a satellite that is true-due-north of your location
picton, NZ for example has 1174 true-due-north; Swan
Hill, NSW and Windorah Qld have Rimsat G2
true-due-north), you can reassure yourself that your
elevation adjustment is dead-on by simply rotatrng the
dish on the morurting pole until it is pointing
true-due-north and then adjustrng the elevation settings
on the dish set up until you have the satellite
true-due-north peaked up in level.

Now, if the declination offset adjustment has been set
properly, that is about all there is to putting in an arc
tracking dish at Picton or Swan Hill or Windorah. For
the rest of us there are a couple of remaining steps to be
performed (see Arc-Set Report, page 19 here).

Declination offset? Come back to SF#16 in December.

HAPPY

t
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r CMT is an American original. The orily all video, all
country music TV network. 24 hours of non-stop top hits

and hot new music - without veejay intemrptionsl
r Now available throughoutthe Pacific on PAS-2, to
SPACE Pacifc members, in firll stereo SA digital.

e SPACE individual (home DTH) members:US$50 per
year in NZ, 3 year minimum outside of NZ. Commercial

rates for motels, SMATV, cable upon request.
NOTE: Requires SA D9222 IRD wittr dish typically 2.4 to
3m. IRDs available through SPACE Dealer Members &

Telsat Communications.

The new 1995 AV-COMM
SATETLITE TV
CATALOGUE, contains
up to the minute information
on all available satellites
and equipment needed
to receive them.

Contains detailed
information on oYer
150 products covering
all aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For your fR!8 copy of the new
1995 AV.COMM CATilNGUE
simply complete the coupon
below atld send to:
AV.COMM MY LTD.
P.O. Box 22J, Balgowlah NSW 2093.

Please send me s F4EE copy oi tte 1995
AV-COMM Seleilite W Catalogue.

AV.COMM PTY LTD
AC.N. 00t 174 476

198 Condamire St est,
galgoviah NSW 2093

Teh (02) 949 7417/948 2t67
Fax {02} 949 7095



First Report:

SOUTH PACIFIC REGION
SATELLITE & CABLE SHOW

Hsw The Programme Is Shaping tlp

Antenna Set Up Day
Commercial anterma suppliers will be setting up a variety of dishes from 3.7 metres diameter down

to small 60crn Ku band dishes. Each antenna assernbly project is a "Mini-Course" in antenna
procedrues" &om packing carton to arc-tacking. Suppliers will rrdivrdually announce (SaIFACTS
December) their plans for specific "Course Enrolment" for those who wish to be present for the

entre antenna procedure. Registration packets @adges, full Seminar schedules) *ilt t" available in
foyer adjacent to "antenna lot" from IPM to 6PM. For those staying at Barrycourt Motor lrur, TV
in-room cotuse schedule will operate from 8PM to approximately l lPM, other hours postej in

SPRSCS programme schedule for January 24-25_26..

All Day Seminar: Satellite TV Basics
A strange, new world is unravelled. A world with its own ,language,, techniques,

equipment. Course leaders-Up1f,long (Bangkok based author ofbest sellers "ihe World
of Satetlite TV," "The Asia-Pacific Satellite Directog'and many more), Selwyn Cathcart
(relsat communications" NewZealand's oldestrvRo equipment distibutor) *dBqb_graprr

explore and explain how the satellite detvery system functions, how the various p*t**k
(reflectoq feed, LNB, acfuator, dish controller, receiver, signal processors). Session, fro* I0AM to

l2 noon and l:30PM to 4:30pM. Exhibit halls open l2N to l:30 pM , 4:30 - 6:30pN{. Lrinch
available on premises, tours 4:30-6PM ofUniversity ofAuckland 7.3m anterma svstem.

First Full Dav of Advanced Seminar Courses {*)
1OAM: welcome_and Brief History of sateltite TV In pacific (ioint session)

10:20AM: Pacific Satellites: present and Future (joint session)
Advanced Svstems/Technical

11:05AM: Status Report- MPEG DVB Comptiant Receivers
1:30PM: Dish Selection Criteria tZ:2EpM: Feed Selection Criteria

3:15PM: Test Equipment and tts Use / 4pM Dish Tracking Techniques
Business Mana{ement Opportunities

11:05AM: Packaging of Home systems / 1:30pM: MMD$ Trre Business of wreless cabte
2:25PM: Business Uses of Satellite/ 3:15PM: Role of Enthusiasts in TVRO Marketing

4PM: The Competition vs. programming Charges

Second Full Pav of Advanced Seminar Courses (*)

1 oAM: CATV * a*O*ffi SMATV System Design
1:30PM: Cable & Powering Considerations / 2:15PM: Special Equipment For AsiaSat 2, Fahpa C1

3:15PM: Fibre Opiic Cable Criteria I ApM: To be announced

10AM:oPTUS:Theru"innnouffi[a11AM:PAS-2andothers
1:30PM: Cettutar Tetevision I 2:1SpM: Hybrid Fibre Optic Systems

3:1SPM: Neighbour TraditionalCable TV/ 4PM: MotelMsion Systems and Services
("/ Schedule subject to changes; final schedule in printed progrermme at SpRSCS)

Onen Public Dav / SPACE Pacific Membership Meetinqs (*)
10AM: Exhibit Ha[s Open to pubtic - no enfy fee

1PM: Country Music Televrsion Dance party (front pavilion)

r 1AM: Finar *oom[J**, compettion
(**l Additional sessions during Exhibit Hall open hours January 24-2+261

SPACE Pacific Member Forums (*"")
9AM: stafus of programming access report I 10AM: sales and Marketing Forum

( ***/ Additional sessions posted in SPRSCS printed programmef

TUESDAY
JANUARY

23

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY

24

THURSDAY
JANUARY

25

FRIDAY
JANUARY

26

SATURDAY
JANUARY

27



SPACE Pacific
Satellite
Programme
Access
GommittEe

A trade association for
users, designers, installers, sellers

of priuate satellite-direct systems in the
Pacific Ocean Region

China Central Television (.CCT9: FTADigital
SPACE Member Ifurry Guo of Westlite Electronics

(see detail in box inse$ speaks and writes fluent
Mandarin. This skill served him well in protracted
negotiations with PRC's CCTV service which began
transmitting on PAS-2 (TR2, horizontal) this past March
on a 24 hour basis. Many have attempted to open the
door of access to CCTV programming; Guo is the first
with success and as a result free to air Mandarir/
(Cantonese/English programming is now available to
any home, any cornmercial establishment, any cable TV
system anyplace in the Pacific region.

There are no monthly or annual G"gomg) charges for
accessing CCTV programming; only the one-time
Scientific Atlanta D9222 purchase cost. Units can only
be authorised if purchased through Westlite Electronics
(see box, right).

The first two units authorised for SPACE Pacific
went into service October 21st. Since that time we have
been actively sampling both the programming content as
well as reaction to the programming from Mandarin
speaking residents of New Zealand.

1) The programming is very broadly based from movies
to opera to sports, regularly scheduled newscasts (in
Mandarin and separately in English), and travel features.
In short, it looks like and views like any high tech well
equipped international TV network you would find on
satellite.

2) Reaction from Mandarin speakrng viewers:
'We lilrp the newscasts the best and were surpised

how little obvious propaganda there is in them-" And,
"The drarna shows are q,cellent and the photography is
breathtabing."

CCTV Availabi I itv Details
Source: Westlite Electronics, 117 Peninsula Road,

Maylands, WA 6051 Australia
fl-el 61 -9-370-5573; Fax 61 -9-272-3060)

Technicaf : PAS-2, TR2 (horizontal), lF 1426 (+l- yqul
LNB local oscillator stability), Scientific Atlanta MPEG

1.5 on programme channel"3",D9222 receiver
Authorisati on: D9222 u n its are sh i pped by Westl ite
Electronics pre-authorised for CCTV to end user or

TVRO dealer
IRD Source: Onlyfrom Westlite Electronics

IRD Cost US$1,850 FOB Perth outside of Australia;
within, A$2,850 ex-tax (duty, freight inclusive)
Programming: 24 hours per day, Mandarin,

Cantonese (with Mandarin subtitles), English
(ap proxi mately 290lo, with Manda ri n su btitles)

Programming Fee: None
Restric'tions: D9222 receivers sourced from other

suppliers cannot be authorised for CCTV;
do not even ask.

Availabitity: 30-40 days from date of order and
payment at this time; planned 10 day turn around by

end of first quarter 1996.
Registration: Dealers are allowed to stock only one

unit at a time, must advise Westlite of end user
name, address, type of use (i.e., private, SMATV,
cable TV) when ownership transfers from dealer.

Programming Schedule: SPACE working with Guo
to make two-week advance schedule available to

users; details in SPACE Membership Bulletin.
Sample Tapes: NZ$15, A$20 in VHS format from

SPACE Member Robin Colquhoun, 32 Valley Rd., Mt.
Eden, Auckland (64-9-630-7 12n.

SPACE Members have previously been advised of
this new service througlr the SPACE Membership
Bulletin. Attendees at SPRSCS in January will have an

Wrre.-T??? You Don't Belons To SPACE... YET???
With SPRSCS fast approaching, there is no better illustration of why you should belong to SPACE; to save monev.

Individual dish owners who belong to SPACE save $75 in SPRSCS registation fees over non-members, yet your annual

SpACE membership costs only $30. Installer / Dealer Mernbers save $50 per person (with no limit on how many firm

members may afiend the show) yet pay only $75 per year to belong. Want a second reason??? SPACE Members leamed

weeks ago about the availability of CCTV and the hoteVmotel SMATV systern charges detailed in this month's report, giving

them a competitive jump on non-members ofvaluable weeks time. Want more reasons? Contact SPACE Pacific. Po Box
30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand (fax 6+9-406-1083).



opportunity to judge the saleability of the service
themselves. CCTV should help you sell dish systems!
Commercial Service For Hotelsit{otels

SPACE Member firm GlobalrVision (contact:
Michael Fleck, GlobaloVision, Suite 4, 14 Sydney Rd.,
Manly, NSW 2095, Australia; |e|61-2-99]?-0188, Fax
61-2-9917-0934) is now able to offer a significant list of
commercially (44! home DTII) available programming
services as well as complete commercial TVRO
receiving systems (from dishes to modulators). It is not a
requirement that you purchase your equipment from
Global to qualify a commercial client for access. Some
of the services shown have both geopolitical (i.e.,
country by country) restrictions and/or minimums.
ESPN, for example, is not available in New Zealand
(except with the approval of Sky Network), and always
requires a (uS) dollar minimum amount per decoder per
year, usually in the range of a 100 room minimum.

Note that ABN is via PAS-2 in MPEG digttal format
(not B2P/C1 in FTA analogue); that ANBC charges wrll
be based upon their going digrtal by scheduled March
1996 date; and, CMT may now be available to DTH
homes in Australia after approval for Foxtel and Optus
cable late in October.

Programmer Descripfion Cost to Hotel Receiver

ABN Asia Business
News

Enquue us$2,100

ANBC Asian and US
financial

news

no charge
urtil3/96

Enquue

ccrv(-4) China Cental
Televrsion

Enquire Enquire

CMT Country
Music

Television

US$25 per
year per room

us$1,590

CNN 24 hour news Enqure us$700
CTN Chinese

Television
Network

US$32.85 per
room per year

us$1,7s0

Discovery (*) Science
documentary

Enquire us$2,100

ESPN (*) 24 hour
sports

US$30 per
room per year

us$2,100

MTV (**) lvlandarin
music videos

US$25 per
room per year

us$2,100

TFC The Filipino
Charmel

Enqure Enquire

TNT Movres,
cartoons

Enquue us$2,100

nl Not available all Pacific geopolitical regions
**/ Only available to hotels with significant Mandarin

speaking clientele; documentation required.
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JCSAT-3 has been testing Ku AustalZealand 46 dBw
footprint tansponders (IFs of1028 and ll00/1108), horizontal
polarisation, according to observers Brian Rasmussen (WA)
and David Pamberton (NSIV) and others; generally reports
are that signals are "very stong" (P5) on 2m and somewhat
smaller dishes. C-band activity on JCSAT-3 has not reoccurred
smce the testing reported in SF#14. This satellite is obviously
alir,e and well and very capable of provrding both C and Ku
service to most of the area west of l60W; now all it needs is
programmer customersl

Galaxy MPEG-2 DVB compliant service via 83 continues to
be delayed, latest hoped for start-up date is "before
Chdstrnas," Approximately 30,000 of the PACE DGT 400
receivers are now in Austalia, sources say there are " software
problems" associated with the Iredito conditional access
system. One source advises SF 'It takes between 3 and 4
seconds for the receiver to lockup on a new programme
chamel when changing programmes on the same
transponder," a definite impediment to channel surfing. And
that's the best case: When receiver is surfed from one
transponder to another (two bansponders are in use for the up
to 12 programme charmels), tme delays stetch out even
fiuther. Getting your hands on one of the 30,000r units in
warehouses won't get you very far: Units come out of the box
with a default frequency of 12,438 GHz (IF of 1,138) which is
tansponder llH for 83, but user cannot gain access to
installer's menu without knowing a not publicised 4 digit pin
code. Perhaps an installer reading this could pass along to SF
the pin code number for accessing the installer's menu??? In
other 83 news, more and more news/sports,rbulletin feeds are
being seen on TR2V (IFl003) in addition to feeds formally
found only on 3, 5 and 7 (vertical).

ATN on G2 (IF 1464 from previous 1483 nominal) has been
testing two programme charmels in single tansponder. Test
card on second service reads "ATN Prime" and Indian cable
press suggests movies and US/European off -commercial
-network programming is planned for this second charmel of
seryice, some of it in original English. ATN remains one of the
"financially shaky" occupants of Rimsat satellites (see SF#14,

of dishes (3, 1.8 and 1.2m) and has an unusual bit of"bonus" reception (see report, p. 26)

p. 24) so even the best armounced plans are subject to their
financial ability.

Fun and games on 1180 (satellite 511) apparently went
unnoticed by many who no longer routinely cruise this
satellite. David Pemberton (Muswellbrook, NSSD reports
most of the Il80 tansponders were shut down around
0700LnC on 7 October until early on the 8th. Pemberton
suggests that 5l l has been replaced w'ith a newer satellite but
that does not check wrth our Intelsat report appearing here (p.
25). He finds some of the regulars such as WorldNet "sbonger

now" and notes, "f have been able to drop the narrowband
mode for l|rorldNet on my Cherokee 300 in favozr of
wideband with better pietures raors." SF believes the Intelsat
data found on p.25 here is accurate but solicits additional
observer reports on the relative present quality of Il80 versus
the performance of a few months back.

Solomon Islands legislation (Ielevision Act 1995, section 28)
will require those owning satellite dishes to pay an arurual fee
or face a fine of $5,000 andlor imprisonment of up to 3 years
(l) An attomey in Honiara, Andrew Radclyfre, is mounting a
defence to the proposal and is concemed that the fees will be
excessively high. The Solomon Islands govemment has
recenfly taken bids for creation and operation of a 'national'

WITH TI{E OBSERVERS: Reports of recent changes in satellite operations, programmer sourses,
equipment changes are encour4ged from rsadors throughout the Pacific Ocean Region (POR).

Information shared here is a valuabls tool in increasing our collective knowledge and understanding of the
POR satellite 'universe'. Off-screen photos are not dfficult to take: Use ASA 100 speed film, set TV set

to slightly increased brightness and aperhre opening to f3.5 to 5. For PAL or SECAM, shoot at 1/15th of
a second, for NTSC at 1/3fth. Mount camsra on tripod (no flash!) or hold steady. Alternate$, record

reception on any format/speed of VHS tape and send to SaIFACTS for photographing. Note deadline for
December issue is 5PM (NZ srlmmer time) December 4th; alternate$, fax to 64-9-406-1083.

(Newcastle, NSW) uses a trio



Intelsat and OtJrer 1995/6 Launch Plans
Before 15 Decernber 1995: AslaSat 2 larmch by Long March rocket to 100.5E

January 1996: Palapa Cl by Atlas rocket to I l3E
April 1996: Palapa C2M by Atlas or Ariane larurcher; destination uncertain but I l8E likely

("First half' 1996:) Russian Express (designated #6, but actually second one) to 80E
June 1996: Intelsat 801 by Ariane launch to l74E

(Arytrst I 996: Intelsat 701 replaced at 17 4E by 80 l)
(August 1996: Intelsat5ll at 180E replaced by 701)

September 1996: Intelsat 802 launch by Ariane to |TTE
Qrlovember 1996: Intelsat 7A3 at l77E replaced by 802)

("Second half' 1996:) Russlan Express (designated #5 but actually third one) to 53E
("Second half' 1996:) Russlan Express (designated #7 but achrally fourth one) to 90E

("Late" 1996:) Thalcom 3 to 78.5E
December 1996: Philippines MPSC Group, C + Ku to either l34E or 150.5E

lntelsat 503, occupying 177W (183E) has now been replaced siith 513 which previously had bear used at 53W. 513 has an
inclination of 0.05 degrees and is therefore stable at this time. It has C-band hernispheric beams and zone beams. The herni

beam covering the Pacific from approximately l80E towards the west has a peak eirp of 29 dBw while a zone beam favouring
Japan and Asia has a 29 dBw footprint as well. On Ku, 513 has the capability of intercormecting the west coast of the USA
with Japan and China at a boresight eirp of 43 dBw. Since the tansfer from 503 to 5l3late in September, observers report
considerably increased broadcast network TV feeds on 513 C-band including many one-offprogramme relays. In some

respects, Il77W has assumed the loolC of Il80 of one year ago.

terrestrial TV seniice (there is no local TV there) and the
proposed fees could have a double intantion: Raising fimds to
help pay the costs associated with the new tenestrial service,
and to discourage residents from installing dishes in lieu of
watching the new national service.

Les Brooks (Alice Springs) reports he has found weak but
identifiable (Ku) signals from JCSAT I and 2located at l50E
and l54E using a l.5m dish and he suggests those living

firther east and north of him might have better results. These
high power (53 dBw at boresight) birds would appear in the IF
range betweer 983 and 1343 forreceivers equipped with LNBs
using a local oscillator at 11,300 MHz. Most of the
tansmissions @ut not all) are encoded in various analogue
formats and both linear vertical and linear horizontal
polarisation is in use. Broots' report is the first of such
reception from south ofthe equator"

TELffiT COMfr'UN'CATTONS LnD.qb
SATELLITE TELEVISION CONSULTANTS, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

CONVENTIONAL MESH

INTRODUCING!the new
MICRO-MESH OTIBITRONMICRO-MESH

MICRO-MESH

A long awaited breakthrough in the Mesh Antenna Industry
Dramatic increase in KU reception - minimum 2.0d8 c/n ratio.
Preformed parabolic mesh panels using ACCU-FORM pnocess
MIRCO-MESH Increases the reflective area by 42%
Retrofit your existing ORBITRON antenna using MICRO-MESH

Available now from TELSAT, your ORBITRON importer
=rJlur -t -

17 Westharrcn Crrovc, PO. Box 1537, Palmerston Nortlr, New 7*alarvd
TeL (06) 3562749 Fax (OO 355-2141 Intl +(6a) 6-3s5-2141 Cellular (O2t 454-94s



RIMSAT vs INTERSPUTNIK: Undate
SF#14 reported that the Russian agency Intersputnik had taken over physical contol of Rimsat Gl and G2 satellites during

September after attempts to resolve outstanding contractual disagreements between the two parties had failed. Rimsat's VP of
Marketing and customer sen"ices Tim Brewer suggests resolution of the issues "may take years" and that for the foreseeable
future Rimsat. as an entity leasing Gorizont class satellites and leasing out transponders to tllrd parhes (such as EMT\I), is

essentially'out of business'. Reporting to SF from Moscow, Brewer notes:
" Intersputnik is clearly in the saddle as operator and virhraily all Rimsat customers have come to a new agreement (with

Intersputnit) at standard (lS) tariffrates. The only customers not to continue services (under the new rates, which are higher
than Rimsat charges) are Cellcom and Domsat and these transponders have been shut down (Cellcom was the narrow band

service tbund at an IF of 1,375 on G2; a wonderfirlly stable [if useless for watching TVI] signal that was very helpfirl in
algmng dishes to G2, previously.)"

"Transponders now available for (new) lease include hemi-beam TR8 on G42, essentially the same beam and coverage as
EMTV, plus hemi-beam transponders G8 and 10 on G4l. If no one goes for TRS onG42 in the next few months, I have

proposed trying to use it for a Pacific islands exchange channel. Anyone have any better ideas?"
There is an obvious commercial opporhrnity here for the Pacific; EMTV like coverage on G42 at armual leases approximating

US$l.3m or less (subject to negotiation of course).
Note that the Russians have redesignated Gl as G41 and G2 as G42. Brewer can be reached by fax at A0-852-2845-9175.
Obsewers should keep an eye on IF 1375 onG42 and in Northem Austalia IFs 1275 and 1375 on G4l for sims of new

progmmme operators.

Harald Steiner in Tokyo advises that Austalian ATVI
programming is berng reported on AsiaNet service on Rimsat
Gl (IF 132-5 MHz), "/br a trumber of hours each day." And he
asks if anyone can confirm this. ATVI is normally distributed
only by Palapa B2P (ll3E) but given the disregard many
Indian prograrnmers often extubit for the finer ponts of
copyright legaliiy*, it may well be that ATVI is being looped
from B2P onto AsiaNet; perhaps, even, with ATVI permission.

Fhgh tech field tip of the month. If yoru C-band anterma feed
mouth cover reqrrires replacing, Ross Morrison (Chatham
Islands) suggests you pwchase a can of Nestles Kwik with a
blue lid, prmch a few breathrng holes in it, and discover (as he
did) that it is a pertbct fitl

Tony Hohson {Nervcastle, NSW; see photo, p. 24) reports
1us nerghbours secretly trelieve hint to be a Russiar spy with
his tlree satellite dishes. A Telecom microwave relay tower
loaded with microwave dish antennas causes him to lose
reception tiom PAS-2 NHK and Il80 RFO. This suggests a
4"035 NIHz Ll-band transmitter radiatmg fi'ont the tower, Tony.
He wr-nders how he can eliminate the tenestnal intert-erence.
There are several answers, all originate from Communications
Energv- Corp. rvhich pioneered "Ti Traps and Filters" in the
USA when this problent first appeared ur the early 1980s. See
theu advert on p. 23 of this issue. Incidentally, Tony reports
that Telecom video srgnals from his neighbourhood tower

often contain Australian horse racing, sport and news feeds
from around Australia. Some people would lust for that, Tony!

Rehgious outreach teleconferences continue to appear frorn
time to time on PAS-2, Ku. Latest has been the Phrladelptua
Church of God telecasts in the 1930-2200 I"ITC time frame.

European hackers claim to have broken into a segment of the
AFRTS B-MAC encrlption; AFRTS and their network
manager SA have apparently responded by modi!'ing the
authorisation routine. AFRTS is hansmitted in NTSC
encrypted form on IlTlE (lF 973 MHz) and receivers rvhile
nomrally limited to US mrlrtary installations are also found at
US FBIS and Embassy locations. Hackers claim they were
successfirl m brealang the codes after obta:ning urits from
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. During Gulf War perio{ several
hundred SA B-MAC units were reported to have been
"confiscated" by govemment authorities there to shield
viewers from televised coverage of war actir,"ities. At least one
of these units subsequenfly ended up in hands of London
based hacker pgoup. Be wary of puate offered AFRTS urrits;
network manager SA has only begun to fight back on this
latest piracy actir,'ity.

Australian horse racing continues to be transmitted
on 1180 in B-MAC encryption; does anyone have

contact information to assist potential subscribers to
this service?

i

I
i

I

Windows Based Database Prooram
ENTER as many satellites and site locations as required.
REQUIRES latitude, longitude and true north co-ordinates

for each site.
DISPLAYS satellite ce-ordinates for true or magnetic north.

CALCULATES azimuth, elevation, declination and apex
declination for each satellite in the database.

PRINTS out all the satellite co-ordinates for the sites.
PRICE: (NZ) $25 + GST

USER TRONIC Developments Ltd, PO Box 29124,
Auckland, NZ / ph 025 938 730 or 61-9-443-1679
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{ff$-SfTs Pre-set to your local & extreme bird
(50-mile rangel pilt you "Ku-Right" 0n Arc in
minutes, wifrout posts having to be plumb nor need
of a compass! ARC-SETs work 0n all parabolic
Dishes, all "Polar" Mounts, reduce "Polar" alignment
to the simplicity of fixed {AAft} installation, and
help correct off center Feeds! $S9lea for all
American; $79/ea for Ku European & $89lea
for World.wide. 0PTIMUM "Polar" Alignment
Analysis included.

NEW! $oec[q,m Analv"m"er {a.k,a. 
"CANARY"} answer$ your request for"An ldiot-Proof way to Peak Alignment". $imple-it sings like a canary

in response to Satellite lF $ignals. No switches, knobs 0r adiustments.
Durahler-metal housing is Canary yellow s0 you wont l00se it, and it
has no needles, lights, or fragile circuit components, Accurate-its
sensitivity is -58, to 0, dBm {sampleVanalyzes Digital, and Analog, lt
frequency spectrum from 500MHz to 2,5GHz) for weak to strong
Satellites, and small to large Dishes. Has ports for Multi-Meter probes
{for ttrose who wanVneed numbers, 0r a needlei. $$9 ea.

$AT$[,T$ Pre-set to your locale {50-mile range}, "set" you to a single
Satellite's elevation! $2VmfuAm*rican; $34ftnfor hrnpean A $Vffi
fur Willfi,rride. 0PTIMUM Analvsis included,

OPTIMUM "Polar" lists Birds'AZELs and residual
error {t0 egreel  to prove y0ur achievable "P0lar"

tracking accuracy. $10/American; $t SlEuropean & $2{llWorld.wide $ite and Birds.

We use a computer full o{ Scientific Data & Classical Mathematics ra build the PRECISI0N that yau
need, yet which n0 one else comes close to offering you; 0UALITY that lasts; and the SlMPLlClTy,
and DIPENDABILITY, you want. You have made a big investment in YOUR KNOWLEDGE and
SKILLS. Use those, wiih our tools, to achieve a True frofessional's results!

IEAilIS: Pre-Paid orders are shipped sudace freight paid, within these prices. C.0.0. orders have
freight, and C.0.0. charges,added. Air Freight, Air Mail and [xpress Mai] charges {exceeding surface
freigtrt) are additional. G...f sahs in Califoinia have Sales Tax. American Expiess is the on-ly Credit
Card accepted {and freight, plus 4.?570 handling, charges are added to these prices},

Precise, yet Simple, Dish lnstallation Tools:
Sat $itm Custom buih to your locale, $rvey sites for obstructions to
reception of Satellites! Wkliin their 100-mile ranges, Sat Sites are Robt
Sahsmen (by irwolving yutr dieilbl. $8Sm fur American C & l(u; $99/ea
for European Krr & $123/ea fur Worl*wide {all video}. 0PTIMUM"Polar" Alignment Analysis included.

Gourmet...ENTfRTAlNlNG, 3915 Carnavon Way, 1.A., Calif, 90027
Phone: {213} 666-2728 Fax: {213} 666-2442

Browse or.rr world wide web site at the URL http:llwww.gourmet-enl.com/
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CABLE

Systern Plarming and Implementation
Any cable television plant whether an extension of an

SMATV system serving a single facility such as a hoteUmotd
or a complete commrurity-wide cabling project depends upon
precise contol of signal levels within the coaxial cable at all
points. Cable loss (attenuation as a firnction of cable length
and the operating frequency of the cable channels) is well
known to the nearest l/l0Ottl of a dB per 100 metes. Cable
system appliances (directional taps, signal splitters, amplifiers
and even fittings) have known loss or gain, again to the nearest
l/l00th of a dB.

But between those two points (the output of one amplifier
and the input to the next) there is an obvious imbalance; the
closer you are to the output of an amplifier, the greater the
signal level will be at the higher frequency end of the system
charmels. This means that any home cormected to the cable
close to the output of an amplifier will be likely to receive an
over abundance of sigral at the higher charmel frequencies.

An equaliser is a frequency selective attenuator. Available in
a wide range of values, this in-line device typically passes the
lower channels with no attenuation but as the channel
frequancies increase, the equaliser adds attenuation. In this
way an individud home "drop" can be fine tuned by the
installer to ensure that all of the channels from the lowest in
frequency to the highest in frequency arrive at *re TV set(s) at
approximately the same signal level. Equalisers are installed at
the customer signal tap-off device (directional tap) in line to
the customeds home, after computing the additional effects of
loss vs. frequency likely in the (smaller) "drop cable" that
cormects the home to the feeder or main (tnmk) line.

Dstances, throughout the cable plant are very important
because distance in metes direcfly franslates to cable loss at
the various frequencies carried by the cable system.

Measuring distances is mandatory; scaling from maps may

With a suitable background a system plarmer begins with an work if the maps are higlr resolution and very accurate but as a

accurate (l% enor) set of steet and dwelling *upr.-f* the area nrle there is no substihrte for achrally measuring the lengths of

to be cabled. If you know precisely how far it is betvreen any cable required within the cable plant before it is engineered on

two points within the system, *d yoo also know the losses paper and subsequently constucted. "Pacing off' djstances is

(cable, splitters, directional taps and fittings) or gairs not adequate and a 100' or 100 mete tape measure is at best a

(amplifiers) for each piece of equipment yoo i::ft *r ii tt r difficul11t.1,. use in the field over and over again for as many

system, a system can be planned "on paper" and then times as you require separate measurements.

corntructed following those plans. The answer is a tool commonly employed by surveyors,

Within a piece of coaxial cable there is attenuation (oss). road constuction firms, and anyone else who needs to know

The higher frequencies (such as 450 MHz) attenuate faster and with accuracy how farit is from point A to B (to C to D et al).

with greater loises than the lower Aequencies (50 MlIz). Yet A measuring wheel equipped with a counter (that tells you

you desire to maintain a ,,balance" between all cirarmels on the how far the wheel has rolle4 typically to the nearest 1/l0th

system (whether at 50 MFIz or 450 MFIz) at every subscdbo mete) is a first level investnent for a cable system planner.
udropu location. you achieve this balance ty **g a The price vmies ftom A/NZ$300 to three times that amormt as

.o1nbi*tion of greater amplifier output power (si$al level) at you decide which options you require and elect a level of

the higher frequencies in the system, *a u device known as an sturdiness you will require. Some measuring wheels are only

"qrruliro between amplifiers. The higher output levels at 450 designed to be operated on relatively smooth surfaces (golf

MHz are adjusted to ensure that wtren the signats reach a point courses> paved steets) and if you have some less than smooth

where anotLier amplifier is required, Uottr the fuhesf an6 tenain_ to cover, the model you select may need to be more

lowest frequencies within the cable plant are now even in ruggeo'

signal level; "flat" in the tade. To complement a measuring wheel you will need to develop
new record keepmg habits, maintaining a notebook in addition

-23
Eq-3Out 29.5136 -20(r)



Measuring wheel makes precise cable plant lengths
a known rather than a guesstimate

to perhaps usurg locally available council or utility company
line maps as a rough guide to distances and property lines. In
most cable TV situations" you will run your cable(s) down
front or rear lot lines and place a subscriber tap-off device
(directional tap; DT; typically at every second shared lot line
boundary. The precise location of each DT, splitter and
amplifier should be plarmed in advance after you have wheel
measued the distances. As you wheel the cable lines, you will
quickly find yourself making decisions on where DTs and
other equipment should be placed based upon what you see.
All of this information should be recorded in notebooks and
the probable cable lines drawn on the maps (also noting
equrpment locations) as you walk the community. Once this
exercise is completed, you can then go back to a quiet location
and with suitable information detail the design of the system
on a scaled map of your own making.

From this map and your notebook will come an equipment
hst for each section of cable: So many DTs, cormectors,
equipment hou-sings, line splitters, arnplifiers and even
subscriber equalisers. If you are building the cable plant in
sections and tuming on each section individually, the
equipment required for a section becomes a bill of materials
and a budget tool for system financing. And it all begins with
knowing the precise distances for each portion of the cable
plant.

One source for Truemeter and other measunng devices.
Labsupply Pierce Ltd, 165 Srurnybrae, Glenfield, Auckland

NZ (Tel64-9-443-5867)

Order from: SPACE, PO Box 30, Mangonui. Norttrland, NZ
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The perfect home DTH and SMATV promotion
booklet from SPACE Pacific.

SATELLITE TELEVISION
All You Really Need to Know
(But didn't knowwho to ask!)

/28 pages, four colour cover, excellent graphics
lfrrUy explains home DTH, SMATV in terms

non-technical people can grasp, understand
/ Answers important questions in authoritative

way, assists dealer sales presentation
JRetail priced at A,rI.{Z$10 per copy

Elcopy-A/NZ$10
D 10 copies - An\fZ$50 (+ discount to SPACE menrbers)
D 25 copies - A,AIZ$I 19 (+ discount to SPACE members)
U 50 copies - AAIZ$225 (+ discount to SPACE membersi
NAME
Address
Town



SOUTH PACIFIC REGION
SATELLITE & CABLE SHOW

JANUARY 23-27 AUCKI-A.ND

January 23: Arurual SPRSCS "AntennaRaisingParty.u Come anytime after l0AM to observe how satellite dishes are
assanbled mounted "arced" and fine tuned. January 24: SATEILITE TV BASICS. Flll day seminar for "first timers" and
those needing a refresher on the inhicacies of satellite system installation. January 25 & 26: Fr:ll day seminar sessions on
two simnltaneous tacks @usiness Opporhrnities Management and Advanced System Technical). January 2T:,,opEN
PWLIC DAf witlt exhi-bit halls open to the general public, special CMT (Country Music Television) IJSADance perty
'Stage Shov/, and SPACE Pacific membership meetings and forums

TTIE EXTRA EYENTS
TECHNICIANS & TESTING ROOM: A spegial hands-on "laboratory room" equipped with test equipment to evaluate the

performance of teceivets, LNBs, actuators, feeds, modulators and more. Scheduled events : "Receiver Shoot-out, to
determine the "best" receivers available to the Pacific , and, "MPEG IRD Fonrmn to teach you how the Scientific Atlanta

D9222IRD units are progammed and work to their best capability, and, Society of Cable Televisid-n Engineen (SCTE) cable
TV techri<ilogy haining tapes on continuous display.

University of Auckland 7.3 metre "IVGarSpace Monitoring Stafior/' tours: Only 300 metes from the exhibit are4
scheduled tours of the dream facility assembled by the Universityto keep tabs on all of the satellite excitement and otreringb

from l20W to 100E1 USA Domsat reception - see it for yourself.
MULTIPLE EXHIBIT HALLS: All ofthe latest equipment, plus live displays tom more than 2 dozen charmels many of

which you have never seen before. Exhibit $alls open ipecifie&hours January 24,25,26 andopen to the pubtc lanuary 27.

SelectVISA card or payment by cheque
*/ SPACE members have lower rates

COMPLETE REGISTRATION INFOR]VIATION BELOW
(You may copy this form ifyou wish to leave your SaIFACTS issue intact!)

show Days will Attend: z zl la 241fj 25la 26lz Zl

COST

NZ$225
gst $25
included

show Days will Affend: D zztD 24ll) 25lJ ZetJ 27

COST

NZ$225
gst $25
included

Show Days Will Attend: a 23lJ Z+ta 25la 26tJ Zl

COST

NZ$22s
gst $25
included

PAYING BY YISA.?
VISA CardNumber
Name on VISA Card

Card Expiration Date:
FAX form to: 64-9-406-1083 or mail with cheque if applicable to
SPACE Pacific. PO Box 30, Mangonui" Far Norttr" New Zealand



SaIFACTS PACIFIC OCEAN ORBIT WATGH: 15 November 1995
Copyright 1995: SaIFACTS, PO Bac 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand (Fm: 64-9-406-1083)

IF Freq
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t288/1300
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t235n249
t,225
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1038/1060

998/985

JCSAT€ ' I28E
Testing of transponders seen on C (lFs
1107, ' f  122,1197) and Ku ( lFs 1028,
1 100/1 108 Hz) from early October.

November 1995 NOTES
>lb is B-MAC (NTSC or PAL depending upon service)

>/d or /dig. is some form of digital (MPEG)
> lntelsat 1180 includes right and left hand circular transmissions (separate)

>/e indicates some form of analogue encoding (such as Leitch system on 1180)
for which there is no readily available decodeF{X2) indicates 1/2 transponder

format with typically two programmes present
> Ku lF's for 43 and 81,3 satellites (below) are for standard LNB LO of 11,300

indicates reception on 3m
or smaller antenna

underline indicates zubscriptions
may be availablelSF#l0, p. f8

tl77wfrr77F,ilt74E
IFs of 9M & 963 carry many
international news feeds in
right hand circular (ll77E,
174E); onIl77E,lF of 973

carries AFRTS in B-MAC, left
hand circula with AFRTS

radio subcmrier. 177W now
513 btd, new FTAvideo

activitv seen dailv.

Ku BAI\D ACTIVIW IJPDATE

I I ::i:

lA3/B1TR IIF Freqi:i 83:155.9E 81:160.0E

I ttol | !77 i;:, Tab radio: data

I sr.rr) | r,re3 ,iiETV>OOOOTJTCOcc.Video, news

I 5u(\/) | li2l8:8 Occ.Video

I trt.rt I r,r++ it
[ru6,) 
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Gala4y NTL digi Galary Gl Digital

I  l l (H )  11 ,138 .s
:i:i::i:i::::i:l

Galary NTL digi. Galary Gl Digital

Oph$ 83 activity continues to matre with additional video now seen oo TR2V
(IF nea 1005). calaxy DTH usiagNTl DVB system and kedito conditional

access contirures to be bogged down widr "softwre" glitches and may not
actually begin operating until towards end of December. In meantime, old syle

Galaxy General Instrunent Digicipher I on Optus 81 was scheduled to shut
down 15 November; of late, has been FTA-DigicipheC for many services

including CTN, Italia, ANBC, Red and others.

Satellite RF Freq

PAS-2 12,334

PAS-2 12,700

tTTW 10,980V

l77W l l ,0 l5v

t77W I  l ,5 l0v

l80E I 1,480H

l80E I 1,510H

l45E I 1,525H

l30E I 1,525H

96.5E I 1,525H

Coverage Beam Servlcn Report

NE Asia Now MPEG

NE Asia PAS-2 Sylmar

Japan, Asia US Net feeds

Japan, Asia NBC News

Japan, Asia

Japan" Asia CBS

Japarl Asia CNNI

Asia Saldn TV/occas.

Taiwarl China (Cable pgninC)

Asia Active ??



ENTRY I-EVEL:
tl SATELLITB TELEVISION: All You Need To Know. Brand new 2g page booklet with
four-colour cover designed to help you educate potential customers about the joys-oiowning a home
dish system. Sold through SPACE Dealer Members at $10 to individuals. Single copies available via
fast post within NZ 0{2$10) or elsewhere (us$rO) using order form on page 33 here.

E fSq+OZ / IVIATV: Master Antenna Television Systems. How to plan, select equrpment for and
install multiple outlet systems for motels, hotels, apafiment flats and condos. practical step by step
guidance. Price: NZ$20 world-wide.
E fgg+O+ /Ilome Satellite Systcms. Wirat the parts are, how they go together for pOR home T\IRO
systems; how you create a working systom with maximum performance at minimum outlay. price:
NZ$20 world-wide.
E fgg+OS / Commercial Satellite Dish Systems (SMAT\). If you are building a system from scratc[
also order T89402 for the MATV portion basics. If you are rebuilding an existing MATV system to add
satellite signals, you need this! Price: NZ$20 world-wide.

DISH OWNING ENTHUSIAST LEVEL:
E Coop's Satellite Operations Manual. Originally written l98O this manual explains how you
locate and interpret the multitude of wide and narrow band signals available via satellite. Dozens of fuir"
new ways to get more from your dish system. Price: $hiz30 world-wide.
E Gibson Satellite Navigator (o/w 1980). The mechanics of the Clarke orbit Belt, how a dish
tracking system is designed and operated to allow full horizon to horizon recepion with a motorised
dish system Very practical, very hands on with plenty of do-it-yourself instruction for inexpensive
systems. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
E Coop's Basic Manual on Fine Tuning Satellite Terminals (O/w 1980). The little things such as
feeds, connsctors, powering. Tips from the people who started home dish reception in the 1970s,
buildu€ the foundation for the present T\nO industry day by day, discovery by discovery. Very
practical, very hands on. Price: $l'I230 world-wide.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT REFERENCE MATERIAL:
fl cTD 9507IPLANNING AN IIPLINK - How You Make Money. A thorougtr outline for
making mon€y and avoiding bottomless pit invesftnents in the creation of a Teleport (uplink)
service. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
El CTD9508 / New Zealand Cable Wars Heat Up. The inside story of how Telecom is fiying
to control all pay telwision in New Zealand. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
tr Cfn 9509 / Australia: The Battle for PAY TV Subscribers. An overview of the bloodiest
competition in pay telwision the world has ever seen as Optus and Foxtel launch against
lightweight Galary in Australia. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.



TELL US what you are seeing or using for equipment, that is new within the last 30 days. Observer reports (see"With The Observers" page 24) form an important part of the growing body of information we all share monthly.
r NEW programming sources seen since I November: (Please list receiver TF' or satellite transponder number if

o EQUIPMENT changes at my observing terminal since I November:

r MyName
Town / City Country @lease turn form over)

E Enter my 12 month subscription to SaIFACTS Monthly starting with December 1995 issue. My NZ$40
(.within New Zealand), US$40 (outside of New Zeatand) is enclosed OR VISA charge information supplied.

NAME

COMPANY (if applies)

ADDRESS

TOWN / CITY

Payment and card to: satFACTS, Po Box 330, Mangonui, Far North (New Zealand)

. I wish to order the following reference materials (see description page 32):
E SATELLITES: All You Need To Know ($10 inside NZ, US$10 elsewhere; description p.2g)
tr T89402 / MATV (NZ$20; SPACE Members $15).
tr fgp+OC / Home Satellite (NZ$20; SPACE Members $15).
tr TB9405 / Commercial Satellite (NZ$20; SPACE $15).
tr ALL THREE 1T89402,9404,9405 (NZ$a0; SPACE $30)
E Coop's Satellite Operations (NZ$30; SPACE $20).
t cibson Navigator (NZ$30; SPACE $20).
fl Coop's Basic - Fine Tuning (NZ$30;SPACE $20).

Instructions:
Z Check off items you wish airmailed

to you
r Make cheque to FarNorth

Cablevision Ltd. or provide VISA info
r Complete reverse side of card

D ALL THREE / OPERATIONS, NAVIGATOR, BASIC (NZ$70; SPACE Members $50).
il crn 9507/ TIPLINKING: An Invesrment Opporruniry (NZ$30; SPACE Mernbers $20)
D crD 9508 / New Zealand cable TY wars (NZ$30; SPACE Mernbers $20)
fl CTD 9509 / Australian Battle for PAY TV Subscribers (NZ$30; SPACE Members $20)



r YOTIR equipment survey:
Size dish(es): ; Noise Temp LNB(s):
Make/model receiver(s):
Makeimodel standards conversion:

If mailing report: SaIFACTS Monthly. PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North. New Zealand
solnli PACiFIC REGiON SATELLITE & C,qBLE SHOW / SPRSCS rNFO PACK REQLTEST

The SPACE SPRSCS Show is January 23-27 in Auckland. Five days of seminars, exhibits and much more.
Would you like a no obligation "Invitation To Attend?"

Name 
I YES - send me SPRSCS Invitation

Mailinq address
TownlCity Country

Mail to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

ARE YOIT A MEMBER OF SPACE?

By being a member of SPACE Pacific you are plugged into the "inner workings" of the programme
field with special aclvisories and opportunities to gain aocess to programming. Complete the form below

to receive no-obligation SPACE Pacific Information Pack.
My Name
Company (if applicable)
\{ailing address
Town/city (state/code) Country

Refurn to: SPAGE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui. Far North, New Zealand

\'1SA CIIARGE INFORI\,IATION - FOR USE WITH SaIFACTS SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS ONLY
1T,S - charge my account for a new SaIFACTS subscription:
Name on card

CardNumber__ Expires

Instructions to Order from SatFACTS Data Shoppe:
c From anyplace in world: Enclose payment in NZ$, or, in US$ at rate of

$lNZ : 64 cents US (total in NZ$, multiply by .64) to
Far North Cablevision Ltd., PO Box 330. Mangonui, Far North. New Zealand

c Complete your own ship-to information below'. OR - fill in VISA card inlbrmation below.
Total amount of order (add items ordered on reverse side of this card): NZ$__

t'If paying in US$. multiply .64 hmes NZ$ number for total)
VISA ONIJ: Name on card

CardNumber__ _ expires

Ship to: Name

Address

'fown 1 City Country
IF Member of SPACE Pacific: Your membership number
(on membership certificate )





When they wanted Cable
Television throughout

Europe, Asia and America

they called the
man from Maser.

James Golden has a world of experience, spanning twenty

years, in Cable Television.

He has advised in every aspect of developing, establishing,

operating and managing Cable Television on three continents.

Maser is now making that extraordinary skill and knowledge

available to Cable Television operators in New Zealand.

There is more. Maser has formed alliances with General

lnstrument, Belden, CableData, Gilbert Engineering, Channelmatic,

C & E Corp, Loma Scientific and Alpha Technologies. Each and every

one an unquestioned market leader.

From studio to set top. Everything you require including

automatic systems for inserting commercials and foolproof billing.

All from the worlds leading suppliers.

And, of course, there is Jim.
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